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A Snapshot of Basketball
Basketball is

 • the second highest participation 
sport in the world played in 
213 countries

 • played by 

 » 450 million people across 
the world 

 » more than 1.1 million people 
in Australia

 » 45,000 South Australians

 • the second largest team sport 
in Australia

 • supported by 29% of 
Australian fans

 • continually growing in South 
Australia and Australia

 • a successful Australian world and 
Olympic sport

 » Australia is ranked number 4 
in the world

 » Women’s team 2nd 

 » Men’s team 11th

In South Australia
 • A total of 45,000 people 
participate in basketball 

 • 35% of the participation are 
females and 65% male

 • Over 6,000 people play 
representative club basketball 
each week in more than 750 
teams across Adelaide

 • There are over 12,000 
social basketballers playing 
in metropolitan Recreation 
Centre programs

 • There are over 13,500 
players registered to 34 
country associations

 • There are 32,000 registered 
players across South Australia 
playing in over 4,900 teams

 • There are 750 Aussie Hoops 
participants each year in SA

 • Over 25,000 students 
participate in school basketball 
clinics each year

 • More than 5,000 
volunteers assist in running 
basketball programs

Key facilities are 
 • at capacity

 • ageing 

 • in poor condition 

 • in short supply across Adelaide 
and in country regions

 • urgent action is 
required to develop and 
upgrade infrastructure

Basketball is 
played by 45,000 
South Australians
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Introduction
In 2012 Basketball SA completed a Statewide 
Facilities Audit and Needs Analysis to plan 
the sport’s infrastructure requirements for 
the next 20 years. This Facilities Report is a 
summary of those findings and an update on 
the actions of the past 5 years. It also highlights 
the most urgent facility needs for the next 5–15 
years (to 2030). 

From the 1970s through to the early 1990s, basketball 
experienced a major surge in popularity. This growth 
period is reflected in the age of a large number of 
facilities across the State that were built during those 
years. While the sport has continued to grow steadily 
since then, it has again undergone more rapid growth in 
South Australia and nationally in the last 10 years. 

As the sport expands it is hampered by old facilities not 
able to fulfil the needs and demands of participants, 
and a lack of facilities and courts in key areas to 
accommodate population growth. 

A lack of investment into indoor facilities in South 
Australia over the past 20 years instead of steady 
development and upgrades to infrastructure over time, 
is leading to a critical period where a large pool of 
funding will be required within a short period. The risk 
of not investing will not only be a barrier to participation 
and growth, but lead to a possible loss of courts due 
to closures of facilities that have reached the end of 
their life. 

This State has no major indoor sports centre greater 
than four courts (albeit Campbelltown Recreation Centre 
is being built), and falls significantly behind other states 
that in comparison have multiple 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10 
court facilities. 

Most key facilities in metropolitan Adelaide are highly 
utilised or at capacity. A large number are considered 
in poor condition or no longer fit for purpose. These 
ageing facilities include Marion Stadium (48 years) 
Hillcrest Stadium (43 years), St Clair Recreation Centre 
(53 years) and Mt Barker Recreation Centre. Each of 
these is either an urgent or short term priority needing 
replacement or major upgrading. 

Closely behind these lies another group of facilities 
that within 5–10 years will require major upgrades or 
replacement due to age or demand. These include 
Morphett Vale Recreation Centre, Wayville Sports Centre, 

Port Adelaide Recreation Centre (50 years), Mount 
Gambier Basketball Stadium, Mars Sporting Complex, 
Ingle Farm Recreation Centre (35 years), and Turramurra 
Recreation Centre.

Compounding these issues, the State has a growing 
population and a number of facilities that will need to 
be built, expanded or upgraded, such as The Gardens, 
Golden Grove and a new venue in the City of Playford. 

In recent years there has been some positive activity 
for indoor facilities in country areas mainly driven or 
coordinated by regional councils in conjunction with 
local sports clubs and associations. This has resulted in: 

 • New indoor facilities being developed at:

 » Barossa Valley (2009)

 » Keith: 2 court sports complex (2013)

 » Port Augusta Central Oval: 3 court indoor 
facility (2015)

 • Plans for a new 4 court indoor facility at Kadina 
(to be built in 2016) 

 • Upgrades to stadiums at Bordertown (2014) and 
Mount Gambier (2013–14)

While a number of facilities across the 34 country 
associations still require upgrading or development, 
there have been reasonable advances in country 
regions for indoor facilities compared to the lack of 
development of metropolitan facilities. 

In the last 10 years the key activities across Adelaide 
have included:

 • A new 3 court facility at Immanuel College (2007)

 • New 1 and 2 court indoor facilities funded 
predominantly by the Building Education Revolution in 
2009/10, largely unable to be used for competition or 
club basketball and with restricted community access

 • A 2 court facility at Le Fevre Community 
Centre (2010)

 • A refurbished 2 court facility at The Parks Community 
Centre (2011) 

 • Upgraded Campbelltown Recreation Centre to 5 
courts (planned in 2016)
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In light of the progress of regional and country 
stadium projects in recent years; the lack of steady 
and planned investment across the metropolitan 
area for a length of time; the risk profiles of existing 
facilities in metropolitan regions; and the population 
growth estimates across Adelaide, this Facilities 
Report focuses heavily on addressing infrastructure 
needs across the metropolitan and outer 
metropolitan area. 

This does not deflect from the needs of a number 
of country projects but recognises that the most 
pressing infrastructure needs for South Australia are 
at this point in time, predominantly in the metro area. 

Basketball SA recognises that to help achieve the 
levels of investment and projects needed over the 
next 15 years it is important to build relationships 
with key partners. These include Local, State and 
Federal Government, Department for Education, 
Office for Recreation and Sport, other sporting 
associations and groups that may be able to benefit 
from access to indoor facilities. 

A key success factor for projects across Australia 
stems from a coordinated and planned approach with 
Local Governments and schools that is supported by 
State and Federal Government funding.

…if just one current indoor 
court is unable to be accessed 
at most of Adelaide’s key 
facilities there are no alternate 
courts available to use.
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About Basketball SA
Basketball SA is the peak body for basketball 
in South Australia. It recognises the issues and 
challenges the sport faces and is working to 
address current and future demand, create 
opportunities and advance the sport for 
future generations. 

Its core business and strategic directions provide 
leadership, promotion and development for basketball in 
the State. 

The organisation represents the major basketball 
associations and clubs in South Australia and is 
represented by four key stakeholder groups:

 • Basketball Adelaide

 • SA Country Basketball

 • SA Church Basketball

 • Recreation Centres

As well as the organisational and administrative 
aspects of the sport, Basketball SA also leases and 
manages six metropolitan basketball facilities across 
metropolitan Adelaide:

 • Hillcrest Stadium

 • Pasadena Sports Centre

 • Marion Stadium

 • Port Adelaide Recreation Centre

 • Morphett Vale Recreation Centre

 • Wayville Sports Centre

At the moment, basketball as with many other sports is 
confronting some real challenges. These include: 

 • Basketball facilities and infrastructure are ageing and 
require significant maintenance, upgrades, expansion 
– some need replacing

 • The increasing costs needed to maintain assets 

 • Reductions in funding opportunities and limited 
access to Federal, State and Local Government 
grant programs

 • Issues faced by regional and country areas including 
isolation, travel and the quality of facilities

To address these issues, continue to grow the sport and 
ensure court access for all South Australians now and 
into the future, Basketball SA is taking a strategic and 
active role in the development and planning of facilities 
and the sourcing of funding. 

Basketball SA believes that a key to the success 
and growth of basketball in South Australia is the 
development of indoor facilities through three 
key models:

 • Sports Hubs – Multi-sport developments

 • School infrastructure 

 • Stand-alone indoor facilities

…a combination of 
ageing facilities, 
growing demand and 
a lack of courts are 
high risks to the sport
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Planning Basketball 
Infrastructure in 
South Australia
Over the next 40 years, South Australia’s 
population is estimated to grow by about 3 
million people with almost 2 million coming 
from overseas – a major basketball target group. 
As well, in the next 20 years, basketball’s key 
target group of 5–39 year olds will grow by 
almost 1 million. 

Planning now for the future will ensure that sufficient 
facilities and infrastructure are in place to support the 
growth and demands of basketball.

Having high quality facilities readily accessible to the 
community is fundamental to participation in basketball. 
Research shows a correlation between the provision of 
facilities and participation. 

In other words, having the right mix and number of 
facilities in the right locations will provide the best 
chance for people to participate in the sport – and 
that could be playing, coaching, spectating, officiating, 
administering or volunteering.

Basketball SA understands that it has a significant role 
to play in the planning, development and operations 
of basketball facilities in South Australia. It also 
acknowledges and accepts that a whole of government 
and sporting organisation approach is the best way to 
address the future of the sport.

Basketball SA’s planning for new and upgraded 
infrastructure includes:

 • Coordinating business cases

 • Developing facility design and cost templates and 
supporting information

 • Contributing capital cost funding for the 
development of facilities

 • Aligning facility plans with Local, State and Australian 
Government Policies

 • Proactively exploring and developing partnership 
opportunities now and into the future with 
Strategic Partners

These key actions provide the community and 
competition participants with access to courts and 
ensure quality facilities will be available and well 
patronised into the future.

Basketball SA’s infrastructure planning is based on what 
already exists, knowing its condition and understanding 
future requirements.

Planning now for the 
future will ensure 
that facilities and 
infrastructure are in 
place to support the 
growth and demands 
of basketball
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The spread of 
Adelaide centres is:

 • 2 – one court centres

 • 9 – two court centres

 • 12 – three court centres

 • 2 – four court centres

 • 1 – five court centre 

Where is 
Basketball 
Played?
Currently basketball is played in 26 facilities spread 
across metropolitan Adelaide and a further 28 
centres in the regional areas of South Australia. 

Facility location and 
number of courts
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The spread of 
regional South 
Australian centres is:

 • 14 – one court centres

 • 12 – two court centres

 • 7 – three court centres
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Court Space and 
Facility Requirements
Basketball SA estimates that approximately 4% of 
Adelaide’s 1.25 million people play basketball on a 
weekly basis – this equates to around 45,000. 

Based on a study commissioned in 2012 which 
identified that one basketball court caters for 
between 300–500 players per annum, Adelaide needs 
a minimum of 124 courts to meet existing basketball 
demand. Taking into account the existing basketball 
and multi-use facilities in the metropolitan area (and 
excluding school courts that cater to basketball as a 
secondary activity) there are currently 69.

 Based on these calculations, there is an existing 
minimum shortage of 55 courts. 

If the indoor requirements of other sports are also 
factored into this analysis, it can be seen that there 
is a critical shortage of court space and facilities in 
general. This basic analysis strongly supports the case 
to plan and construct more regional level facilities. 

As well as the amount of courts estimated as a 
number, consideration must also be given to the 
spread and locations of infrastructure, its design, 
structure and layout, and the management models 
and operational methods employed. 

Basketball SA has identified the core elements needed 
to provide viable facilities that meet the requirements 
of participants. 

It has recognised these key criteria as…

 • Generally a minimum of 3 courts (excluding smaller 
country locations)

 • Designs providing potential for expansion

 • Sprung wooden floors

 • Building, court and amenity areas that meet state 
and national standards

 • Amenities areas including – office/s, meeting room, 
canteen, bar, storage, reception, referee room, 
first aid

Along with the planning conducted for regional and 
country areas of the State, considerable strategic 
work has been undertaken for metropolitan Adelaide 
and surrounds.

Of note is the Facilities Management and Needs 
Analysis Strategy which was prepared in 2012. 

This document forms the basis for Basketball SA’s 
strategic approach to basketball infrastructure to 
2030. It provides a clear strategic direction and a 
20 year plan in relation to facilities management 
and a framework to direct future investment into 
basketball infrastructure.

Adelaide needs a 
minimum of 124 courts 
to cater for existing 
basketball demand. It 
currently has 59. … there 
is a critical shortage of 
court space and facilities
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15 Year Plan
The key development and planning actions, based on the Facilities Management and Needs Analysis Strategy 2012, are 
broken into critical, short and intermediate timeframes to 2030. They are summarised in the following table. 

TERM ACTION FACILITY DEVELOPMENT $

C
R

IT
IC

A
L 

(2
01

6–
20

20
)

Secure Pasadena Sports Centre

Secure site 

Increase footprint for 
future expansion 

Land 
allocation

Construct

Marion Stadium 4–6 courts $8m–$10m 

Hillcrest Stadium 4 courts $8m

Mount Barker Recreation Centre 4 courts $8m

Upgrade

St Clair Recreation Centre 4–6 courts $8m–$12m 

Wayville Sports Centre
Expand to 7 courts

Potential HQ for BSA
$10m–$20m

ESTIMATED INVESTMENT – $42M TO $58M

SH
O

R
T

 T
ER

M
 

(2
02

0
–2

02
5) Construct

Playford Sports Centre 4 courts $8m

Port Adelaide Recreation Centre 4 courts $8m

Ingle Farm Recreation Centre 4 courts $8m

Mount Gambier Recreation Centre 4 courts $8m

Upgrade Morphett Vale Recreation Centre
Upgrades to administration, 
wet areas, roofing

$500,000

ESTIMATED INVESTMENT – $32.5 

IN
TE

R
M

ED
IA

TE
 T

ER
M

 
(2

02
5–

20
30

) Construct

Turramurra Recreation Centre 3–4 courts $6m–$8m

Pasadena 1 court $3m

Upgrade Mars Sporting Complex 1 court $2m

ESTIMATED INVESTMENT – $11M TO $13M

ESTIMATED TOTAL INVESTMENT NEXT 15 YEARS – $90M
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Pasadena Sports Centre
Address  Daws Road, Pasadena 

(Pasadena High School)

Ownership   Department of Education & 
Children’s Services

Management Basketball SA

Condition Very Good

Age 14 years old

Facilities  3 courts 
Change and referees rooms  
Canteen and bar 
Social areas and offices

Current State of Play
This centre is located in Pasadena High School and is 
home to Sturt Sabres Basketball Club. It is one of the 
best indoor facilities in the state and one of the most 
highly utilised. It is also one of the State’s only facilities 
to meet International basketball regulations (FIBA). It is a 
very important basketball facility in SA. 

It is in very good condition with high quality courts, 
canteen, referee rooms, social and office areas. As 
such, it is a primary venue for national and state level 
under age, schools, country, university and masters 
basketball tournaments.

As of late 2015/early 2016 a risk arose that the school 
may merge or close and that the venue maybe lost 
to basketball. 

Basketball SA has invested over $1.8m in the venue in 
capital and lease payments over the last 13 years. It has 
6 years remaining on its lease with a 20 year renewal 
option. There is concern the current terms, use and 
security over the venue for Basketball SA and Sturt 
Basketball Club may be compromised or lost. 

Planning and Progress 
Meetings have taken place between Basketball SA, Sturt 
Basketball Club and the School, Minister for Education 
and City of Mitcham.

Outcomes Sought
Work with Local and State Government to:

 • Secure an expanded footprint for the sports centre to 
cater for the future

 • Secure the lease over the venue under the existing 
lease term and conditions

Participation

Teams Competition/Clubs Members

135 Senior Social Basketball Teams 1,035

13 Intellectually Disabled Teams 116

31 Primary School (Miniball) Teams 210

92 Sturt Sabres Basketball Club 872

Total Members 2,233

Pasadena Sports Centre
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Current State of Play
This centre is home to South Adelaide Basketball 
Club and operates at capacity. The club and local 
competitions overflow to 10 external school venues.

The facility is at a critical point – it is nearing the end of 
its life and it is not fit for purpose. There are no social, 
club or administrative facilities, a lack of amenities and 
seating, and a growing list of maintenance concerns. 
The building has a forecast life of 3–5 years. The location 
causes complaints with neighbours; is unsuitable for 
expansion and an upgrade is unfeasible.

Risks
 • Closure would be devastating – there are no other 
local courts available 

 • Deteriorating courts, wet areas, roofing and car 
parking estimated at $500,000–$750,000.

 • Basketball SA may lose a valued District Club

 • The profile and image of basketball and the council 
will be diminished

 • Lost opportunity to increase participation and 
promote basketball

Planning and Progress 
Basketball SA and South Adelaide Basketball Club have 
been working for several years to drive a new 4–6 court 
indoor facility in the Marion Council area. 

In 2015 a decision was made to plan a new facility at 
the Mitchell Park Oval. This venue would complement 
the needs of existing sports clubs (cricket, football, dog 
club and potentially netball) identified in a council sports 
master plan in 2014.

A business case has been prepared and council has 
commenced initial planning with Basketball SA as the 
major partner. 

Outcomes Sought
 • Prepare business model, detailed concept designs and 
identify costs 

 • Prepare funding submissions seeking local, state and 
federal funding

 • Construct 4–6 court stadium at Mitchell Park Sport 
Ground estimated at $8m–$10m

Marion Stadium
Address Norfolk Road, Marion

Ownership City of Marion

Management Basketball SA

Condition Poor

Age 48 years old

Facilities  2 courts  
Toilets and small change rooms  
Small canteen/bar

Participation

Teams Competition/Clubs Members

38 Senior Social Basketball Teams 350

73 South Adelaide Basketball Club 826

88 Primary School (Miniball) Teams 614

Aussie Hoops and Junior Domestic 180

Total Members 1,972
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Hillcrest 
Stadium
Address North East Road, Hillcrest

Ownership City of Port Adelaide Enfield

Management Basketball SA

Condition Very Poor 

Age 45 years old

Facilities  2 courts  
Toilets  
Canteen/bar 
Small reception area

Current State of Play
This facility is home to North Adelaide Rockets and 
operates near capacity. It is located in an area with 
strong growth potential but the state of the facility 
limits opportunities.

It is in very poor condition with a forecast life of less 
than 5 years. It is unattractive and reflects poorly 
on basketball. It has no administrative, social or club 
capacity, no disabled amenities and is considered not fit 
for purpose. 

It is not feasible to renovate due to the cost of works 
and the site’s limited area. 

Risks
 • Deteriorating courts, wet areas, roofing and car 
parking 

 • No disabled or accessible facilities

 • Potential closure in near future

 • Lost opportunity to increase participation and 
promote basketball

Planning and Progress
Previous reports recommend a new 4–6 court facility. 
Basketball SA has established this as a priority project. 
The City of Port Adelaide Enfield, Renewal SA and CIC 
(Lightsview) have supported development on the Ross 
Smith Secondary School site. 

From mid 2015 meetings with council, State 
Government and sport peak bodies support a 5 
court centre. North Adelaide Rockets is working with 
Basketball SA.

Outcomes Sought
 • Work with council and North Adelaide Rockets to 
construct a 5 court stadium at Ross Smith Secondary 
School estimated at $8m–$10m within next 3–5 years

 • Address maintenance risks with council to continue 
basketball in short term

Participation

Teams Competition/Clubs Members

80 District Basketball Games 640

Aussie Hoops and Junior Domestic 50

56 North Adelaide Basketball Club 562

Total Members 1,252
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Adelaide Hills 
Recreation Centre
Address Howard Lane, Mount Barker 

Ownership City of Mt Barker

Management YMCA

Condition Fair 

Age 30 years old

Facilities  2 courts + half court 
2 change rooms 
Umpires Rooms 
Canteen and Bar

Current State of Play
This facility is home to the Eastern Hills Basketball 
Association and Eastern Mavericks Basketball Club. 
The stadium is at near capacity in an area with strong 
growth forecast but the state of the facility significantly 
limits opportunities.

It is in reasonable condition but with high demand 
and only two full courts, it continuously overflows to a 
number of local school facilities. The venue does not 
cater for the current demand of basketball in the region, 
nor does it provide for future growth or the ability to 
attract state or national level tournaments, a desire of 
the Club and Association. 

Risks
 • The lack of a four court venue is a barrier to the 
growth of basketball in the region

Planning and Progress 
There has been a drive from the club and association 
to work with the local council to build a new facility in 
the region for many years, however there have been no 
concrete plans put in place. 

An opportunity has recently arisen to develop a new 
four court facility at St Francis De Sales College, which 
will be a very positive for basketball, council and the 
local community. 

Outcomes Sought
 • Work with St Francis De Sales and council to ensure 
plans for a new facility cater for four court designs 
that consider current and future demands

 • Secure council interest and funding to build the four 
court facility and avoid a staged build approach

Participation

Teams Competition/Clubs Members

140
Eastern Hills Basketball 
Association

980

28 Eastern Mavericks Basketball Club 220

Total Members 1,200
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St Clair 
Recreation Centre
Address Woodville Road, Woodville

Ownership  Department of Education & 
Children’s Services

Management CASA Leisure

Condition Poor 

Age 52 years old

Facilities  3.5 courts and studio 
Change room and umpires room 
Canteen 
Small Offices 

Current State of Play
This heritage listed multi-use stadium is in very poor 
condition and reflects negatively on the council and 
basketball. It is ageing with many significant structural 
and maintenance issues. 

It is the home of Woodville Basketball Club and Western 
Magic Basketball Club, but is unsuitable for District and 
Premier League basketball. It has inadequate courts, 
run-off, administration areas, storage, seating, change 
rooms and parking.

Basketball is the most significant user of the facility with 
around 1750 people playing weekly and basketball fully 
utilising available courts. The western region is forecast for 
the largest population growth in SA over the next 20 years. 

Risks
 • A management change may increase costs and 
reduced court access

 • No activity from BSA may lead to diminished 
opportunity to secure access and/or 
management rights

 • The facility closing due to growing 
maintenance concerns

Planning and Progress 
Council resolved to prepare plans and cost estimates for 
the upgrade or redevelopment of the centre to 5 courts. 
It has set aside $9.7m in 2017/18 and 2018/19. Additional 
funds are to be secured from other sources including 
State and Federal government.

Outcomes Sought
 • Construct a new 5 court multi-use facility or 
redevelop existing centre to 5 courts

 • BSA to secure rights over the venue or courts for 
greater access to operate basketball programs

 • Work with council to establish basketball 
requirements and demand

 • BSA to determine its preference for future 
management of the facility or long term court hire

 • BSA and the District Club/s to prepare plans to identify 
design requirements

Participation

Teams Competition/Clubs Members

Woodville Districts 
Basketball Club

294

Western Magic Basketball Club 248

Senior Social Basketball 546

Aussie Hoops and Junior Domestic 147

Miniball (Primary School Teams) 504

Total Members 1,739
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Wayville 
Sports Centre
Address Rose Terrace, Wayville

Ownership  Royal Agricultural and Horticultural 
Society of SA (Adelaide Showgrounds)

Management Basketball SA

Condition Very Good 

Age 18 years old

Facilities  3 courts  
Change rooms and referee room 
Canteen and bar 
Social areas and offices

Current State of Play
Wayville is the home of Forestville Eagles Basketball Club 
and it is one of the most utilised basketball venues in 
the state. 

In SA, there are no facilities with over 4 courts and no 
major indoor centre to cater for multi-sport competition 
or major local, state or international tournaments.

With a high demand for this central facility and a very 
strong relationship between Basketball SA and the 
Showgrounds, a rare opportunity exists to expand this 
facility into a 7 court state level centre and a provide a 
strong growth opportunity for basketball. 

Risks
 • If no action the land may be allocated to other uses 
and a the opportunity is lost

Planning and Progress 
Master planning for the showground was undertaken in 
2009 and included designs for sports centre expansion, 
a major show court and multi-tier car parking. Prior 
to Basketball SA progressing, it prepared the Facilities 
Management and Needs Analysis Strategy to understand 
its whole of state facility needs.

Basketball SA is working with the Showgrounds to 
develop plans and a business case for an expansion of 
the facility by 2022.

Outcomes Sought
 • BSA to commit to a feasibility study and develop a 
brief with stakeholders 

 • Expand into a 7 court State level facility and potential 
head office for Basketball SA at a cost of $18m with 
no outlay for access to land

Participation

Teams Competition/Clubs Members

132 Senior Social Basketball Teams 924

7 Intellectually Disabled (ID) Teams 56

72 Primary School (Miniball) Teams 504

66 Forestville Eagles Basketball Club 655

Total Members 2,139
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Short Term Action (2020–2025)
Facility Age Issues Required Cost

Port Adelaide 
Recreation Centre

50 Ageing facility with increasing maintenance issues

Current site is not sustainable due to:

• parking,

• significant future repairs and upgrade costs 
estimated at $750,000 (roof, lights, wet areas)

Location not desirable for future growth

4 courts $8m

Ingle Farm 
Recreation Centre 

32 Ageing facility (facade and reception have 
been refurbished)

Courts require replacement between 2020–2025

Refurbishment not viable – costs estimated at $1.5m

6 courts $10m

Mount Gambier 
Recreation Centre 

43 Low roof does not meet basketball standards

Ageing facility (internally and externally)

Courts require replacement between 2020–25 
(the show court was upgraded in 2012)

4 courts $8m

Morphett Vale 
Recreation Centre 

35 Construct additional administration areas and 
meetings rooms

Offices and 
meeting rooms

$250,000

Playford Recreation 
Centre

Build a new 4 court venue given there is no indoor facility 
greater than 2 courts between Salisbury and Gawler

4 courts $8m

ESTIMATED INVESTMENT – $34.25M

Intermediate Term Action (2025–2030)
Facility Age Issues Required Cost

Pasadena Sports 
Centre

14 Strong demand for basketball in region

Construct additional 1 court

Additional 
1 court

$2.5m

Turramurra 
Recreation Centre

Ageing and tired facility

High utilisation (social and club)

Unable to cater to demand

Construction dependent on outcomes of 
Hillcrest Stadium proposal

3 courts $6m

Mars Sporting 
Complex

17 Heavy use and increasing demand in eastern suburbs

Demand will depend on the Campbelltown Leisure 
Centre and Hillcrest Stadium developments

Expansion is a possible option

Additional 
1 court

$2m

Blackwood 
Recreation Centre

14 Facility may require expansion or upgrade 
dependant on demand

Dependant on Marion Stadium development and any 
expansion of Pasadena Sports Centre

Additional 
1–2 courts

$2.5m

ESTIMATED TOTAL INVESTMENT – $15.5M TO $17.5M

Planning in the 
Longer Term

As well as the critical facilities requiring immediate action, 
Basketball SA has identified other infrastructure across 
the State and metropolitan Adelaide that will require 
refurbishment, redevelopment or the construction of 
additional court space over the next 15 years.
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